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• Deep learning models have been increasingly utilized to reconstruct computed 
tomography (CT) projections.

• At the heart of some of these models is a basic multilayer perceptron network (MLP).
• Basic MLPs, however, struggle to learn high frequencies in low dimensions input 

problems.
• The resulted pictures lack details and are very blurry (Figure 1 a).
• We evaluated different approaches to make those high frequencies learnable.

Figure 1. The prediction of a CT scan input image using simple MLP (a). Simple MLP with features 
mapping (b). The ground truth input picture (c).

(a) Simple MLP. No mapping (b) MLP with features mapping (c) Ground Truth

Method

• We set up a baseline MLP and choose the values of its parameters.
• The model was trained repetitively while tweaking one parameter in each run. 
• In total, more than 9 parameters were experimented with.
• The loss function used for training was the least square error (L2).
• The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) was used to quantify the predicted picture 

quality.
• Other input images (bird, cat, shapes) were also used to evaluate any potential 

differences in prediction between a monochromatic CT scan image and a colored 
picture of an object.

The baseline network was configured as follows:
• Input: X and Y pixel coordinates.
• Features Mapping Layer (to be included or excluded later, Table1).
• Hidden layers: 3.
• Output: RGB values for each pixel

Figure 2. The MLP baseline architecture. Some of these parameters (e.g.: hidden layers, features mapping layer) were 
tweaked later as part of the experiment.

Findings and Observations

• The MLP with Fourier features mapping layer1 outperformed the simple MLP, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively (Figure1 and Table1)

• Small learning rates produced a lot of noise, and therefore low PSNR (Figure 3).
• A higher number of hidden layers (12) produced slightly higher PSNR, but almost no 

observable visual difference in the CT scan picture.
• Using a uniform distribution in the features mapping layer produced significantly 

lower PSNR and hazy pictures. 

In the features mapping layer, we used a Fourier features mapping1 as follow:

γ v = [a! cos 2π𝐛!"𝐯 , a! sin 2π𝐛!"𝐯 ,… , a# cos 2π𝐛#" 𝐯 , a# sin 2π 𝐛#" 𝐯 ]

Where 𝑎$ =
!
$!
, j = 1, … , n/2 , v is the input vector (X and Y coordinates), and b is a 

matrix assembled from a random distribution.

The tweaked parameter PSNR

Features Mapping: With Features Mapping Layer 43.48

Features Mapping: Without Features Mapping Layer 34.57

Learning Rate: base-line architecture with learning rate: .001 44.39

Learning Rate: base-line architecture with learning rate: .00001 29.06

Table 1. The PSNR values for the predicted images using different parameters. The higher the better.

(b) Learning rate: 0.00001

Figure 3. The PSNR of different learning rates (a). The resulted image using a 0.00001 learning rate (b), and a 0.001 
learning rate (c).

• While MLPs do struggle to learn high frequencies, implementing a features mapping 
layer could rectify that and make those frequencies learnable.

• Different parameters could yield different results if the input image is different. What 
works for monochromatic CT images may not work with other inputs as effectively.

• An additional quantitative method has to be considered for future work, like the 
structural similarity index measure (SSIM).
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(a) The PSNR of different learning rates (c) Learning rate: 0.001


